Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to prove that the truth we know might be just a relative term which changes by looking from a different angle. To this end we will provide a model of 3D Universe, and invite a two-dimensional being to live in. Here this being lives in the inner curved (lateral) surface of the cone on the circumference of a circle. Because the curvature or the third dimension is infinitesimal, the two-dimensional being thinks that he lives on a circumference of a solid circle in a 2D Universe. In fact he will not understand the real truth of his universe. Or let's say in other words, he will describe the truth of his universe as he observes it. This paper will prove how the understanding of the sun, the concept of day and night and even the whole universe changes by changing the angle we are looking from. Thereafter we will explain how science and new discoveries make the two-dimensional being believe in new truth.
Introduction
Nothing is absolute, everything is relative. What is right today may be wrong tomorrow. It just depends on the way we look to things.
In this paper we will demonstrate that the understanding of truth differs by changing the angle of vision.
To this end we will ask assistance from two-dimensional beings-two-dimensional being will be referred to hereafter as Z.
Our mission in this paper is to make Z live in a unique universe, and then watch how he will describe the truth of his universe.
In a 2D Universe
We three dimensional beings live in a three dimensional Universe on the surface of earth as shown in figure 1: Sphere 1 (S1) is the earth. Sphere 2 (S2) is the boundary between the earth's atmosphere and outer space. In our world we can move in three spatial dimensions length, width and height (or depth). Our motion is free in two dimensions, but it is not free in the third dimension ( ). We cannot go up to sky because of the gravitational force; also the electromagnetic force prevents us from penetrating the ground below us. We have two-dimensional vision, but our brain builds a 3D view. This means that we see two dimensions and realize three. Now let's imagine a two dimensional universe which is similar to ours. To make this Universe, Z must live on a circumference of a solid circle as shown in figure 2: Figure 2 . Two dimensional universe.
Circle 1 (C1) is Earth -Circle 2 (C2) is the boundary between the earth's atmosphere and outer space.
Z can move in two spatial dimensions, his motion has to be free in one dimension around C1 and restricted in the second dimension ( ) by the gravity of C1 or any other type of force which pulls Z to C1.
This universe seems really similar to our Universe. But let's try to think out of the box and imagine a new model of universe.
Out of the Box
In this model we will create a new universe which is completely different from the above mentioned one. When Z tries to understand and describe this world-within the limits of perceptions -as he is a two dimensional being, he will reach the same results about the life on a circumference of a circle as shown in figure 2.
Z will not understand the truth of his universe. Only a more developed being will be able to understand this Universe and see the full truth.
In a 3D Universe
Z is designed to recognize only two dimensions; Even if his world is a part of 3D world he will observe it as a 2D world. Now let's ask the following questions: could we able to create a 3D Universe which is appropriate for the life of 2D beings? Can we make Z live in a 3D world without being confused?
Here we will provide a model of a 3D world, and invite Z to live in. In this world Z will never know that he is in a 3D world, he will feel relaxed as he is in a 2D world. In fact his new world will be very understandable to him.
In a Curved Surface of a Cone
Suppose we have an inverted cone with its vertex below its base as in figure 3 .
This cone is definitely a three dimensional shape. Circle 1 (C1) which is a horizontal cross section of the cone represents earth; C2 represents the boundary between the earth's atmosphere and outer space.
Z lives in the inner curved (lateral) surface of the cone on the circumference of C1. Earth pulls Z by its gravity which means that his motion in one dimension is restricted.
The motion in the other dimension is free. Z can go wherever he wants moving in a circular path in the curved surface of the cone on the circumference of C1. Z realizes only two dimensions. Z doesn't know that he is in a 3D Universe simply because the curvature or the third dimension is infinitesimal. Even Z in this Universe is a 3D being not a 2D being, but in fact it's impossible for him to recognize that because his third dimension is imperceptible. Nothing in this Universe is a 2D object. All objects which are drawn on the curved surface of the cone are 3D objects with an imperceptible curvature -this curvature caused by the shape of the cone's lateral surface which gives the third dimension to all objects.
To understand that let's draw a line on the surface of our earth. The line seems without any doubt a one dimensional shape, but actually this is untrue. It is neither a line nor a 1D shape because if we continue drawing the line on the surface of the earth we will finally get a circle. This means that the line has an imperceptible curvature which gives it a second dimension, but in fact it is impossible for the line to recognize its other dimension. Even we who draw the line and already know that it is not a line can hardly believe that this line has two dimensions. Now let's back to Z again. Z will draw the Universe as shown in the figure (4). Although Z lives in a 3D Universe, he gives a 2D description of it. According to Z all 2D beings live on a circumference of a solid circle in a 2D Universe. Everything in this world is understandable to Z. Nothing is unusual. Actually Z will describe the world exactly the same way we do in our world. If Z manages to travel around the world, he will reach the same point he started from which makes him sure that the earth is a big circle.
Z believes that if he is at the North Pole and starts digging a hole via the centre of the earth toward the South Pole, he will end up on the surface of the South Pole, but actually he will never reach this point. In fact there is a big surprise awaits Z simply because -as shown in figure 5 -he digs the hole in a direction which is completely different from what he thinks. 
The New Earth
In fact when Z digs the earth he will reach the other side of the universe. What a surprise! A new earth and a new space or let's say a new universe is hidden at the other side of the earth, and the only way to reach it is by digging the earth (see figure 6 ). Z used to think that he knew everything about the circle he lives on, but reaching the new earth at the other side of the universe will for sure make him change all his thoughts.
At the Other Side of the Universe (The Final Model)
If Z wants to live in a new earth, he must enter the secret path inside the earth to reach the other side of the universe. As shown in figure (7), this universe is a double cone, C*1 in the lower nappe is the new earth, C*2 represents the boundary between atmosphere and the outer space, the upper nappe is infinitive. Z now lives in the inner curved surface of the cone on the circumference of C*1. C1 is the old Earth. 
New Features of the Final Model
In addition to preserving all the features of the old cone, there are many other features this model has:
1-This model means that -when all objects rotate at the same speed -far objects take less time to rotate around the earth than close objects, and then after passing the vertex the opposite happens. This variation is not due to the differences in the gravity force, but it happens because the cone gradually tapers till reaching the vertex, then it widens again. In other word this variation happens because of the shape of the universe.
2-When travelling to the outer space from any point in the earth, Z must enter a compulsory corridor -at the vertex -in order to continue his journey in space.
3-As Z goes far in space as his third dimension becomes clearer because the curvature itself becomes clearer until reaching the vertex, and then after passing the vertex the opposite happens.
4-At the vertex point Z can see that the earth is flat simply because at this point all the straight lines that form the side of the cone -the universe -meet, which mean that the vertex is the point where he can watch the whole universe.
5-At the vertex point Z will definitely know that he is not a 2D being, because it is impossible for 2D being to see the entire circle as one view. Here Z will definitely believe that the flat earth theory is true, and accept without any doubt that the circle is a flat shape.
Out of the Box Again
Let's think out of the box again and give a new theory about the sun and the concept of day and night. Here we will suppose that the sun doesn't exist in the surface of the cone, this simply means that Z will never see it, because he sees only what is drawn on his Universe -inner curved surface of the cone.
In this world the sun is a closed 3D object which exists in the 3D space at the center of the cone. At this position Z will never see the sun or even know that there is a sun because this object doesn't belong to his Universe. So how could we make him see the sun? How could we make the sun rise in the east and sets in the west as our sun does?
Day & Night and the Sun
Suppose that the cone's lateral surface between C*1 and C*2 is covered with a very thin layer (film) which in turn divided longitudinally into two parts; the first one is a reflective surface like a huge mirror (the day), and the other one is a non-reflective surface (the night).
This layer gives the cone's lateral surface an infinitesimal thickness which in turn gives Z a new third dimension but it is like the first one impossible to be noticed. See figure 8. Cone's lateral surface and (C*1) don't rotate but only day and night rotate around each other, which mean that earth doesn't rotate. This rotation is responsible for the way Z experiences day and night. The reflective surface works as a huge mirror which reflects the objects that exist in the 3D Universe at the center of the cone. Z who lives in the curved surface of the cone can't see the reflective images from his angle, but sees only the reflective image of the sun as its rays leave a great effect on the mirror which can be recognized as a circle of light. Z can't see the entire circle of the sun because he sees only one dimension, Z sees the front part of the circle but his brain realizes this light as a 2D object (circle).
Z sees the sun as shown in figure 9 . This view rotates around the earth enabling all beings to see it.
Figure 9. Sun's image on the reflective surface. Now Z can experience day when the reflective surface comes into the view, and experience night when the reflective surface leaves and the non-reflective surface comes.
Imagine
Imagine that we live in a surface of 4D shape (universe), and all the objects are drawn on this surface. Everything in our world is a four dimensional object, and even we human beings have four dimensions but the fourth one is imperceptible.
Imagine that we human beings live in a flat earth -flat sphere.
Imagine that the sun is a 4D object and doesn't belong to our universe, what we see in our world is only a reflective image of it.
Imagine that we experience day and night not because earth rotates on itself, but because day and night are two surfaces rotate around each other above the earth.
Imagine there is a secret path inside the earth leads to the other side of the universe. Imagine there is a certain point in the space where we human beings can watch the whole Universe, and at this point we can see that the earth is flat.
Imagine that spacecraft must enter a compulsory corridor in order to continue its journey in space. Imagine that our fourth dimension becomes clearer when going far in space until reaching a certain point -the vertex -and then after passing that point this 4D gradually becomes imperceptible.
Summary
This research paper is dedicated to prove the relativity of truth, it demonstrated how the truth might take another forms depending on the observer.
For this purpose the author created a special 3D universe and asked a two-dimensional beingreferred as Z -to live in.
The universe as provided by this paper is the inner curved (lateral) surface of a Huge Cone, and the life exists on a circumference of a circle -earth -which is a horizontal cross section of the cone.
In fact, here all the objects and beings -including Z -are drawn on the curved surface of the Cone and has three dimensions, but because the curvature or the third dimension is imperceptible, Z couldn't understand the truth of his universe or realize the existence of the third dimension. He thought that he is a 2D being lives on a solid circle in a 2D universe.
Thereafter, the paper has shown that new discoveries lead to a new truth by explaining how digging inside the earth enabled Z to reach the other side of the universe. And then at the new earth the paper demonstrated that travelling to the outer space also lead to a different truth about the Universe and all the existence specially when reaching the vertex point.
Following, the author created a new vision of the sun and the concept of day and night and showed how Z gave a description of these natural phenomena which is completely different than their real truth.
Finally, and depending on the new angle of vision suggested by the paper, the author gave a new imagination about our Universe.
